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Katana Godan is the fifth and final book in a YA martial arts fantasy series. If you like coming of age stories in
a modern setting, full of action and adventure, mystery and magic, then Katana will keep you on the edge of
your seat wanting more!
Katana Godan: Nemesis (Katana #5) by Ken Warner
Katana Godan is the fifth and final book in an epic YA fantasy series. If you like coming of age stories in a
modern urban fantasy setting, full of action and adventure, mystery and magic, then the Katana books will
keep you on the edge of your seat wanting more!
Katana Godan: Nemesis (An Epic YA Fantasy Series, Book 5 - amazon.co.uk
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Katana Godan: Nemesis (An Epic YA Fantasy Series,
Book 5) at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Katana Godan: Nemesis (An Epic YA Fantasy
Books shelved as martial-arts-fantasy: Katana Godan: Nemesis by Ken Warner, Katana Yodan: The Immortal
Masters by Ken Warner, Katana Sandan: The Code of ...
Popular Martial Arts Fantasy Books - Goodreads
Katana Shodan is the first book in an epic YA fantasy series. If you like coming of age stories in a modern
urban fantasy setting, full of action and adventure, mystery and magic, then the Katana books will keep you
on the edge of your seat wanting more! Buy Katana Shodan to start the magical adventure today! ...
Katana Shodan: The Scroll of the Five Masters (An Epic YA Fantasy
Katana Godan is the fifth and final book in an epic YA fantasy series. If you like coming of age stories in a
modern urban fantasy setting, full of action and adventure, mystery and magic, then the Katana books will
keep you on the edge of your seat wanting more!
Katana (5 Book Series) - amazon.com
Katana: A Modern Fantasy Epic. 2,161 likes. LOTR, Star Wars, Harry Potter-the great fantasy epics of our
time. Now Katana joins their ranks, drawing from...
Katana: A Modern Fantasy Epic - Home | Facebook
Welcome to the Katana Series by Ken Warner. Katanaâ€™s story is a heroâ€™s quest, much like that of
Harry Potter, or Frodo in Lord of the Rings. But in the Katana novels, I wanted to explore the vast world
ofâ€¦Read more â€º
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